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The construction of a jo in t model for mixed discrete and continuous random variables that accounts for 
their associations is  an important statistical problem in many practical applications. In this paper, we 
use copulas to construct a  class of jo in t distributions of mixed discrete mid continuous random vari
ables. In particular, w e employ die Gaussian copula to  generate jo in t distributions for mixed variables. 
Examples include the tobh-nonnal and probit-normal-exponential distributions, die first for modelling 
die distribution of m ixed binary-continuous data and the second for a m ixture of continuous, binary and 
trichotomous variables. The new class of jo in t distributions is general enough to  include many mixed-data 
models currently available. We study properties of the distributions and outline likelihood estim ation; a 
sm all sim ulation study is used to  investigate the finite-sample properties of estim ates obtained by full 
and pairw ise lilmlihiwd TngrtireU Finally, w  penent an application to  discriminant analysis o f m nltiplc 
correlated binary and continuous data from  a  study involving advanced breast cancer patients.

K eyw ords: conditional grouped continuous model; general location model; logit model; normal 
distribution; probit m odel; H fistribuiion

1. Introduction

Many statistical applications involve die collection and analysis o f multivariate data comprising a 
mixture o f  discrete and continuous variables. Examples can be found in medicine (where contin
uous laboratory measurements may be included with such variables as the presence or absence 
o f a  certain symptom lo r each patient), in health studies (where data may involve a patient’s 
choice o f healthcare unit, his state o f health, his global quality o f life, along with a number of 
quantitative health-related variables), and in many other fields. M ultivariate modelling of such 
data often leads to  complications in practice due to a relative lack of standard models.

Factorization models directly specify die joint distribution as the product o f a conditional 
distribution o f one set o f variables and a  marginal distribution of die other. General loca
tion models (GLOMs) [1] are based on conditional Gaussian distributions and have received 
much attention in  the literature. They assume conditional normality of continuous compo
nents and an arbitrary distribution for discrete components. A reverse factorization entails 
specifying a  latent continuous multivariate distribution from which discrete variables are
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